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Laser-Driven Anharmonic Oscillator: Ground-State Dissociation of the
Helium Hydride Molecular Ion by Midinfrared Pulses
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The vibrational motion of molecules represents a fundamental example of an anharmonic oscillator. Using
a prototype molecular system, HeHþ , we demonstrate that appropriate laser pulses make it possible to drive
the nuclear motion in the anharmonic potential of the electronic ground state, increasing its energy above the
potential barrier and facilitating dissociation by purely vibrational excitation. We find excellent agreement
between the frequency-dependent response of the helium hydride molecular cation to both classical and
quantum mechanical simulations, thus removing any ambiguities through electronic excitation. Our results
provide access to the rich dynamics of anharmonic quantum oscillator systems and pave the way to stateselective control schemes in ground-state chemistry by the adequate choice of the laser parameters.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.127.043202

The model system of an oscillator in a harmonic
potential is of fundamental importance for a plethora of
phenomena in nature. The assumption that the restoring
force is linear to the displacement is, however, only a firstorder approximation. Usually it is not fulfilled, and the
complex dynamics in anharmonic potentials must be
considered. A very prominent example is the description
of molecular bonds [1,2]. As for any oscillator, the
anharmonicity becomes increasingly important for increasing oscillation amplitudes and is of particular relevance for
transformation or dissociation of the molecule.
Intense laser pulses provide an efficient means to control
dissociation of molecules [3]. If the light couples directly to
the vibrational degrees of freedom of the molecule,
absorption of one or more photons can excite IR-active
transitions, transferring population from lower to higher
vibrational bound or even continuum states while remaining on the same electronic state [4–6]. This process can
drive nuclear motion to distances far from equilibrium in
the anharmonic potential of the electronic ground state and
even lead to bond breakage.
In diatomic molecules without a permanent dipole
moment, as is the case for the symmetric Hþ
2 [7], direct
vibrational excitation is not possible. In that case,
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dissociation can only proceed by coupling to higher-lying
electronic states. Bond breaking by the laser-driven electron motion constitutes the usual pathway of photochemical
reactions in intense laser fields and has been extensively
studied [4,7,8].
While molecular dissociation driven exclusively by
permanent dipole excitations has been studied theoretically
for small molecules [5,6,9–11], instances of its experimental observation have remained scarce. This is remarkable
since the ground electronic surface is of enormous general
importance for chemical syntheses, which are predominantly carried out on the ground state [12–15]. The major
challenges for the experimental observation of ground-state
dissociation are the timescale and the anharmonicity of
molecular vibrations [16].
Efficient population transfer between two levels is only
possible in the case of resonance. The resonances for
transitions between vibrational levels are typically located
in the midinfrared spectral range. This contrasts with a large
body of experiments that have efficiently driven electronic
dynamics using intense visible or near-infrared light [4].
Since electronic excitations tend to dominate the molecular
response in strong laser fields and lead to a fast dephasing
of vibrational dynamics, the observation of direct vibrational excitation is obscured.
Moreover, the direct excitation from the vibrational
ground state to an unbound vibrational state within the
manifold of the electronic ground state is extremely unlikely
(see the Supplemental Material [17]). The required intensity
would be beyond the onset of ionization [18]. Therefore, for
the unambiguous observation of ground-state dissociation,
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FIG. 1. Laser-driven anharmonic oscillator. (a) The ground state (X 1Σþ ) of HeHþ (solid green) and the vibrational levels of the
anharmonic potential of HeHþ are compared to a harmonic potential (dashed purple). Midinfrared (MIR) photons can couple these
states as consequence of the permanent dipole moment of HeHþ . The inset enlarges and displays the potential energy curves for the two
electronic ground states (X 1Σþ ) and the first excited state (A1Σþ ). The large separation makes electronic excitation very unlikely. Panel
(b) shows the schematic of the experimental setup. Intense MIR pulses are focused onto a 10 keV ion beam of HeHþ and excite the
molecule up to dissociation in the electronic ground state. The ionic and neutral fragments are detected in coincidence by a delay line
detector. Weak electrostatic fields allow for separation of different fragments. (c) Illustration of a classical trajectory model for laserinduced dissociation of HeHþ . Shown are the effective potential and the resulting motion on the X 1Σþ surface for a laser field with
3.2 μm and 50 fs at a peak intensity of 30 TW=cm2 .

the excitation of intermediate vibrational states using midinfrared (MIR) light is necessary (“vibrational ladder climbing”). However, as consequence of the anharmonic potential
[see Fig. 1(a)], consecutive vibrational transitions require
different frequencies for resonance.
The uneven spacing of vibrational states results in a
characteristic wavelength dependence of the dissociation
probability [5,6,19]. It has been predicted that chirped laser
pulses increase dissociation [20–22]. Such vibrational
ladder climbing has been studied [23–25] and dissociation
induced by MIR femtosecond has been indirectly measured
in coordination complexes of metal carbonyls using infrared spectroscopy [12,26,27].
Here, we present direct measurements of molecular
photodissociation induced by purely vibrational excitation.
The absolute yield as well as the features in the measured
momentum distribution of the fragments allow for an
unambiguous determination of the pathways of the molecular breakup and a detailed comparison with theoretical
modeling. We show that the laser-driven dynamics can be
adequately described by the intuitive model of a driven
anharmonic oscillator. We choose the simplest heteronuclear molecule, the HeHþ -molecular ion. HeHþ possesses a
number of favorable properties: its large asymmetry results
in a strong permanent dipole moment, while the electronic
ground state X 1Σþ and first excited state A1Σþ are spaced
sufficiently far apart [see inset of Fig. 1(a)] to make
electronic excitation irrelevant for the laser parameters
used here [28–31].
As predicted by the driven anharmonic oscillator model,
a prerequisite for efficient dissociation is the match of the
periodicity of the driving force to the eigenfrequency of the
system, which is for HeHþ 11.5 fs. This is realized by
employing MIR laser pulses, which activates the direct

dissociation in the electronic ground state. The experiment
is conducted combining a molecular ion beam target for
coincidence 3D momentum spectroscopy with an optical
parametric amplifier. Laser pulses with preselected wavelength were focused onto a beam of HeHþ ions, which were
formed in a duoplasmatron ion source [see Fig. 1(b)] [32].
The full 3D momenta of the laser-induced fragments are
measured in coincidence and as a function of the wavelength (see the Supplemental Material [17] for details).
To characterize the frequency-dependent response, we
varied the periodicity of the driving laser in the range
between 1.3 and 13 fs [see Fig. 2(a)]. Considering the
applied laser intensities shows that the dissociation yield
increases for increasing periods of the laser field. Given the
spacing of vibrational states shown in Fig. 1(a), this is a
clear indication that purely vibrational excitation rather
than electronic excitation is responsible for the dissociation
of HeHþ . Additional confirmation is that the channel
HeHþ þ nℏω → Heþ þ H, which would require electronic
excitation, was not observed for any wavelength.
The frequency dependence can be understood using two
different approaches. An intuitive picture of the nuclear
motion is provided by the classical description of a driven
oscillator. In this picture, a classical particle with the reduced
mass of HeHþ is placed in the ground-state potential surface
displayed in Fig. 1(a). For small oscillation amplitudes, the
field-free motion is well described by a sinusoidal motion
with a period of 11.5 fs, as can be seen in Fig. 1(c), where the
classical model is illustrated. When the laser field is
switched on, it provides an external force that drives the
vibrating motion of the nuclei. If the laser field oscillates
with a similar periodicity as the nuclear motion, the system is
resonantly excited and the oscillation amplitude rises
quickly. For increasing elongations from the equilibrium
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distance, the molecular potential deviates from a harmonic
potential. Even if the sinusoidal oscillation of the driving
laser field deviates from the anharmonic motion of the
nuclei, the external force can eventually separate the nuclei
so far from each other that the oscillator is destroyed.
A more rigorous picture is given by a quantum description. The absorption of photons can transfer population
between low and higher bound and even unbound vibrational states. In principle, absorption of a single photon
with sufficient energy (λ < 671 nm) to overcome the
nuclear binding potential could lead to dissociation.
However, transitions from higher bound states to the
continuum are much more probable than those coming
from low bound states (see the Supplemental Material
[17]). Thus, efficient dissociation from v ¼ 0 requires the
excitation of higher bound states before continuum states
are efficiently populated [29]. Depending on the photon
energy, different pathways toward the continuum are
possible. The anharmonicity can lead to complex dynamics
such as overtone absorption, nonresonant transitions, or
tunneling, i.e., in the language of vibrational ladder
climbing, the molecule does not climb all the rungs of
the ladder one after the other but, depending on the laser
frequency, leaves some rungs out on the way up.
The measured dissociation yields [see Fig. 2(a)] agree
well with results obtained from both classical and quantum
dynamical simulations. The laser-induced excitation on the
electronic ground state is computed, first by solving the
classical motion for an ensemble of classical particles on
the corresponding potentials and, in the second case, by
solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (see the
Supplemental Material [17] for details). Further, comparing
the quantum and the classical results demonstrates that the
classical model is similarly appropriate to predict the
dynamics. The general trend agrees with earlier theoretical
results for other molecules, e.g., HF [6,19]. It was predicted
that due to the anharmonicity of the potential, a laser
oscillation period of T L ≈ 1.1–1.2 T 01 , which is
slightly longer than the ground vibrational period
T 01 ¼ 11.5 fs, maximizes the photodissociation probability. In good agreement, our simulations indicate a maximum at T L ≈ 13 fs [see Fig. 2(b)]. For larger T L, i.e.,
smaller photon energies, the transfer from v ¼ 0 to higher
states becomes increasingly difficult. Thus, the dissociation
probability is reduced for T L ≫ T 01. For such long periods,
the contributions from vibrational states v > 0, which are
populated in the high-temperature ion source [33], become
highly relevant [see blue curves in Fig. 2(b)]. Without
the vibrational averaging, i.e., considering only v ¼ 0, the
wavelength dependence is significantly narrower, but the
position of the maximum is unchanged [see green curves in
Fig. 2(b)].
In addition to the dissociation probability, we examined
the measured momenta of the fragments after dissociation
for HeHþ and the kinetic energy release (KER). For
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FIG. 2. Frequency-dependent response of HeHþ . (a) Yield for
HeHþ þ nℏω → He þ Hþ as function of the periodicity of the
driving field and laser wavelength (upper abscissa). Measured
results are displayed together with one-dimensional timedependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) and classical simulations. The computational results have been averaged over a
distribution of initial vibrational states (v ¼ 0–4) according to the
temperature of the HeHþ source. To account for the lower laser
intensity at long wavelengths, simulations have been performed
for two intensity values (1 × 1013 W=cm2 and 7 × 1013 W=cm2 ).
For better clarity, in the simulation a constant pulse duration of
50 fs was used, although the pulse duration in the experiment
varied by a factor of 2 due to technical reasons (see the
Supplemental Material [17] for details). Note that longer pulse
durations can result in higher dissociation yields, but the
assumption of a wavelength-independent pulse duration does
not influence the interpretation of this work. In (b), for a larger
frequency range, the theoretical dissociation probability of the
classical and the quantum mechanical simulations is compared at
an intensity of 7 × 1013 W=cm2 for the vibrational ground state
(v ¼ 0) and vibrationally averaged over the states v ¼ 0–4. The
second maximum around T L ≈ 25 fs is attributed to two-photon
excitation of the v ¼ 0 → 1 transition.

T L ¼ 6 fs, the KER spectrum reaches up to ≈1 eV and
reveals distinct peaks for certain KER values [see Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b)]. The measured spectrum is dominated by a peak
at 0.26 eV. Additional peaks at 0.1 eV and 0.05 eV are
visible.
The KER position after absorption of n photons can be
estimated from the photon energy and the vibrational
eigenenergies Ev via KER ¼ nℏωL þ Ev − ED , with ED
being the dissociation energy (see the Supplemental
Material [17]). Several pathways starting from different
v and absorbing different n photons are possible. To assess
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the actual dominating pathways, we compare our results to
simulated KER spectra. The main peak at ≈0.22 eV in the
simulated spectrum originates from the vibrational ground
state v ¼ 0 as well as v ¼ 2. This can be understood by
inspecting the time-dependent evolution of the excitation
dynamics in the quantum simulation. In Fig. 4, the timedependent population of vibrational states is plotted for
various initial states. First, the population from v ¼ 0 is
transferred to v ¼ 2 by one-photon absorption [cf.
Fig. 1(a)]. From v ¼ 2, the population can be dissociated
by two-photon absorption to a KER of 0.22 eV, or it is
transferred by absorption of another photon to v ¼ 5. From
this state, single-photon dissociation produces a KER of
0.25 eV. Both pathways lead to a KER close to the major
feature at ≈0.26 eV in the measured spectrum. Two-photon
absorption starting at v ¼ 5 leads to a KER of 0.93 eV,
visible as a small feature in the simulated spectrum. For the
present laser period T L ¼ 6 fs, the initial v ¼ 1 and v ¼ 3
contribute only weakly to the dissociation yield. The state
v ¼ 4 is the lowest state, which allows for direct transition
to unbound states by absorption of a single photon. Thus,
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FIG. 3. Above-threshold dissociation of HeHþ . (a) Measured
kinetic energy release (KER) dependent dissociation yield (blue)
for TL ¼ 6 fs (λ ¼ 1800 nm) together with the vibrational
and focal-volume-averaged 1D TDSE simulation (red)
(I ≈ 10 × 1013 W=cm2 in the measurement and I0 ¼
7 × 1013 W=cm2 in the simulation). Along with the v-averaged
distribution, the contributions of the initial states v ¼ 0, v ¼ 2,
and v ¼ 4 are shown (black). Good agreement between
measurement and simulation is obtained when averaging over
vibrational and rotational states is included (yellow). The
inset displays the measured momentum distribution in the
polarization plane. (b) same for T L ¼ 10.7 fs (λL ¼ 3200 nm,
I ≈ 1 × 1013 W=cm2 in the measurement and I0 ¼ 1.5 ×
1013 W=cm2 in the simulation).
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FIG. 4. Time dependence of the excitation dynamics. (a) Simulated evolution of a wave packet with v ¼ 0 and J ¼ 0 on the
X 1Σþ in a 1.8 μm laser pulse with 50 fs and a peak intensity of
I ¼ 7 × 1013 W=cm2 . Displayed is the time-dependent probability density (log scale). (b) shows the initial distribution of
different v used in the simulations. In addition, the population of
rotational states, which is displayed in (c) for a temperature of
3100 K, is influencing the KER spectrum. In (d), the detailed
excitation pathways of vibrational states during the interaction of
HeHþ for different initial v are shown. Pdis denotes the final
dissociation probability for each vibrational state. The major
contribution to dissociation comes from v ¼ 0, v ¼ 2, and v ¼ 4.
During the interaction, the excitation of the states v > 6 remains
low and is therefore not displayed.

the initial population from v ¼ 4 can efficiently be dissociated, resulting in a KER of ≈0.05 eV.
An analogous analysis can be performed for a different
excitation periodicity at T L ¼ 10.7 fs [see Fig. 3(b)].
Because of the smaller photon energy, the observed
KER is shifted to smaller values. Furthermore, this photon
energy is very close to the fundamental excitation
v ¼ 0 → v ¼ 1, so that the latter state is efficiently populated [see Fig. 1(a)]. From v ¼ 1, however, excitation to a
higher state does not meet a resonance condition. Only a
small part of the population is transferred to the states
v ¼ 2 and v ¼ 6 and subsequently to dissociation. The
state v ¼ 4 has a relatively high dissociation probability.
The reason is that, by absorption of a single photon,
the population transfer from v ¼ 4 to v ¼ 6 is close to
resonance. The state v ¼ 6 is the lowest state that allows
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for one-photon dissociation, resulting in a KER of
≈0.12 eV.
A pronounced difference between measured and simulated spectra is the observation that the simulated spectra
consist of several clearly separated peaks, while the measured spectra are much smoother. This can be explained by
contributions of high rotational states, which are populated
in the HeHþ due to the high temperature of the ion source
[see Fig. 4(c)] [33,34]. Clearly, only the combination of
vibrational and rotational averaging yields a very good
agreement with the measured curve [see Fig. 3(a)].
In conclusion, we have studied experimentally and
computationally the multiphoton dissociation of HeHþ
on the electronic ground state. The frequency-dependent
response of the molecular system agrees very well with
both classical and quantum mechanical simulations, demonstrating that our experiment represents the realization of
a laser-driven anharmonic oscillator. While in a fast
oscillating laser field the dominating fragmentation pathway is ionization and almost no dissociation can be
observed, lower laser frequencies result in a strong increase
of the dissociation probability.
The agreement of the experimental results with both
classical and quantum simulations demonstrates that the
results can be interpreted applying the anharmonic oscillator analogies. Although HeHþ is a simple system, our
work gives valuable new insight in the rich dynamics and
the correspondence between quantum and classical
mechanics for fundamental quantum systems.
Furthermore, our result represents an important step for
controlled ground-state chemistry. We provide a benchmark for the selective bond cleavage via vibrational
excitation, which is the key to active control over molecular
reactions [14]. The results pave the route toward coherent
control of Morse systems in intense fields and ultrafast
state-selective preparation of molecules by tailored MIR
pulses [35–37], which can provide efficient ways to study
and manipulate various molecular phenomena such as the
roaming of highly excited molecules [38]. We expect these
concepts to become more and more important for the
femtochemistry of more complex molecules with the
increasing advance of midinfrared ultrashort laser sources.
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